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The commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Department

STATE HOUSE . BOSTON 02133

MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS
October 28, 1985

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

Today, I am filing for your consideration a series of

recommendations designed to reform our system of medical

malpractice insurance. They will ensure that we continue to

provide high quality, available and affordable medical care for

our citizens and fair, prompt and reasonable compensation for the

victims of malpractice. Without these reforms, we face the very

real possibility that the coats of malpractice insurance will
drive physicians out of needed specialties, out of rural

practices, and, in some instances, out of the Commonwealth,

The first area of reform is to strengthen the policing of

the medical profession. We need our Board of Registration in

Medicine to be as much a showcase to the rest of the country as

our medical system is. By creating a special investigative and

prosecuting unit in the Board and by enhancing the Board's

disciplinary and subpoena powers, we will be creating the active

and effective protection that our health care consumers deserve.

In addition, weeding out those doctors who should not be

practicing, and thus lowering the number of acts of malpractice.

will save our system the costs of defending and paying for some

of the current wave of claims.
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The second measure I propose is a revision of our insurance

system to impose surcharges on doctors who have unusually large

numbers of malpractice claims, to give credits to doctors with

good records, and to require the Joint Underwriting Association

to have active risk management and loss prevention programs.

The third part of this package deals with our wasteful and

inefficient system of compensating those who are injured by

malpractice. Our present tort system costs three times as much

victims of malpractice ever receive. Jury awards for pain and

suffering, humiliation and other noneconomic damages have

escalated out of control. Delays of years are virtually

guaranteed before the injured person receives a penny of

compensation. It is time we eliminated duplicate recoveries;

allowed payment of present damages now and future damages in the

future; put an upper limit on noneconomic damages; and limited

attorneys' contingent fees. Those changes will result in more of

the victims' actual losses being compensated, while saving

overall costs to the system.

Finally, we propose, on a five-year test basis, a new early

compensation system limited to obstetrics. That system will
encourage physicians and insurers to agree, within six months, to

pay all medical and rehabilitative expenses, lost wages and

reasonable attorneys' fees for victims of obstetrical

malpractice. In return for assurance that all such expenses are

covered, so that the victim is economically provided for

promptly, the physician will be able to avoid the risk of huge,

uncontrolled and unpredictable pain and suffering awards.
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Such a system is fair, efficient and timely. It is time we gave
it a fair test in an area of medicine where insurance costa are
already out of control.

I recommend your favorable consideration of the attached

legislative proposals.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Five

An Act RELATIVE TO MEDICAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE

1 SECTION). Chapter 112 of the General Laws is amended by
2 inserting the following in section 5 after paragraph one:
3 There shall be established within the Board of

4 Registration in Medicine a Disciplinary Unit which will
5 be responsible for investigating complaints and prosecuting
6 disciplinary actions against licensees, pursuant to
7 G.L. c.112, section 5. The Executive Director of the Board
X shall hire such attorneys and investigators as are necessary
9 to carry out the responsibilities of the Disciplinary Unit.

I SECTION 2. Chapter 13 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 bv striking out the word "seven" in line 2 of paragraph 1 of

3 section 10 and inserting in place thereof the word "nine" and

4 by striking out the word "two" in line 6 of paragraph 1 of
5 section 10 and inserting in place thereof the word "four."

I SECTION 3. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby

2 amended by inserting at the end of section 5 the following

3 paragraph:

Upon reguest of the Board's Complaint Counsel for the4

5 production of evidence at any stage of an investigation.

6 witnesses may be summoned and document production may be

7 compelled by subpoenas (or subpoenas duces tecum) issued at the

H direction of the Chairman of the Board or his designee. Where

appropriate, testimony may be taken within or without the

10 Commonwealth by deposition. So far as practicable, a

11 stenographic record, electronic voice recording or videotape

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
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12 recording of all testimony shall be made and preserved for a

13 reasonable time. Service of any subpoena may be made by (a)

14 delivering a duly executed copy thereof to the person to be
15 served or to a partner or to any officer or agent authorized by
16 appointment or by law to receive service of process on behalf of
17 such a person; (b) delivering a duly executed copy thereof to the
18 principal place of business in the Commonwealth of the person to
19 be served; or (c) mailing by registered or certified mail a duly
20 executed copy thereof addressed to the person to be served at the
21 principal place of business in the Commonwealth or, if said
22 person has no place of business in the Commonwealth, to his
23 principal office or place of business.

1 SECTION 4. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the word "censure" in paragraph 2
3 of section 5 the following language: - require payment of the
4 Board's reasonable costs or expenses associated with the

5 investigation and disciplinary proceeding.

1 SECTION 5. Chapter 231, section 608 of the General Laws is
2 amended by adding the following paragraphs:

Whenever the tribunal makes a finding, the clerk of the
4 court shall, no later than fifteen days after such finding, send
5 a of the con>Plaint and finding to the Board of Registration
6 in Medicine.

Upon entry of judgment, settlement, or other final
X disposition at trial court level, the clerk shall, no later than
9 fifteen days after such entry, send a copy of the judgment,

10 settlement or other final disposition, to the Board of
11 Registration in Medicine. The terms of such judgment,
12 settlement, or other final disposition shall not be sealed by
12 agreement of the parties or by any other means and shall be
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14 available for public inspection, except, however, the identity of

15 the plaintiff may be kept confidential by the Board.

I SECTION 6. Chapter 111, section 538 of the General Laws is

2 hereby amended by 1) inserting after the words "shall report to

3 the Board of Registration in Medicine when the licensee" the

4 following word: "denies": 2) inserting the following language at

5 the end of the first sentence: "or for any reason related to

6 a complaint or allegation regarding any violation of law or

7 regulation, or hospital, health care facility or professional

k medical association by-laws, whether or not the complaint or

9 allegation specifically cites violation of a specific law.

10 regulation or by-law."

1 SECTION 7. chapter 111, section 538 of the General Laws is

2 hereby amended by adding the following paragraph:

3 Any licensee subject to the reporting requirements set forth

4 above shall file an Annual Disciplinary Summary with the Board of

5 Registration in Medicine. The Annual Disciplinary Summary shall

6 be filed no later than January 31 for each previous calendar

year. The Annual Disciplinary Summary shall summarize the

8 reports submitted for the previous calendar year. The Annual

9 Disciplinary Summary shall be sent by certified or registered

10 mail, and it shall be under oath. If the licensee submitted no

11 reports for the previous calendar year, then the Annual

12 Disciplinary Summary shall state that no reports were required.

13 The Board of Registration in Medicine shall promulgate such

14 regulations as are necessary to carry out the intent of this

Upon a finding of violation of this section, the Board of16

17 Registration in Medicine may assess a fine not in excess of one

IX thousand dollars ($1000).

15 section.
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I SECTION 8. Chapter 112, of the General Laws is amended by

2 inserting after section 5 the following:

Section sa. The Board shall have authority, after a hearing3

4 pursuant to Chapter 30A, to impose restrictions on a physician's

5 license prohibiting the physician from performing certain medical

6 procedures or operations, or from performing procedures except

7 under certain conditions. The Board shall by regulation specify

8 the bases for such restrictions, including the physician's

9 exceeding statistical incidences of maloccurrences for particular

10 procedures without good cause.

I SECTION 9. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby

2 amended by inserting after section 5 the following section:

Section 58. Any professional medical association, society.3

4 body, professional standards review organization, or similarly

5 constituted professional organization, whether or not such

6 association, society, body, or organization is local, regional.

state, national, or international in scope, shall report to the

8 Board of Registration in Medicine any disciplinary action taken

9 against any of the Board's licensees. Such report of

10 disciplinary action shall be filed with the Board within thirty

II days of such disciplinary action, shall be in writing, and shall

12 be mailed to the Board by certified or registered mail

13 "Disciplinary action" includes, but is not limited to.

14 revocation, suspension, censure, reprimand, restriction,

15 nonrenewal, denial/restriction of privileges, or resignation. A

16 denial/restriction of privileges or resignation shall be reported

17 only when the resignation or denial/restriction of privileges is

18 related in any way to a) the applicant's competence to practice
19 medicine, or b) a complaint or allegation regarding any violation

20 of law or regulation (including but not limited to the

21 regulations of the Board), or hospital, health care facility or

22 professional medical association by-laws, whether or not the
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3 complaint or allegation specifically cites violation of a

14 specific law, regulation, or by-law.

1 SECTION 10. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby

2 amended by inserting after section 5 the following section:

3 Section SC. Every insurer providing professional liability

4 insurance to a registered physician shall report to the Board any

5 claim or action for damages for personal injuries alleged to have

6 been caused by error, omission, or negligence in the performance

of such physician's professional services where such claim

X resulted in

(a) A final judgment in any amount.9

10 amount, or(b) A settlement in any

not resulting in payment on behalf(c) A final disposition

12 of the insured.

13 Reports shall be filed with the Board no later than 30 days

14 following the occurrence of any event listed in paragraph (a),

15 paragraph (b), or paragraph (c).

16 Such reports shall be in writing on a form prescribed by the

17 Board and shall contain the following information:

18 (a) name, address specialty coverage, and po(a) name, address specialty coverage, and policy number of

19 the physician against whom the claim is made; and

20 (b) name, address and age of the claimant o(b) name, address and age of the claimant or plaintiff; and

(c) nature and substance of the claim; and21

(d) date when and place at which the claim arose; and

(e) the amounts paid, if any, and the date and manner of23

24 disposition (judgment, settlement or otherwise); and

(f) the data and reason for final disposition, if no

26 judgment or settlement; and

(g) such additional information as the Board shall require.

There shall be no liability on the part of, and no cause of

action of any nature shall arise against, any insurer reporting
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30 hereunder or its agents or employees for any action taken by them

31 pursuant to this section.

1 SECTION 11. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby amended by

2 inserting after section 5 the following section:

3 Section SD. Any registered physician who does not possess

4 professional liability insurance shall report to the Board every

5 settlement or arbitration award of a claim or action for damages

6 for death or personal injury caused by negligence, error or

omission in practice, or the unauthorized rendering of

8 professional services by such physician. Such report shall be

9 made within 30 days after any such settlement agreement has been

10 reduced to writing thereto or 30 days after service of such

11 arbitration award on the parties and signed by all the parties.

12 Failure of the physician to comply with the provisions of this

13 section is an offense punishable by a fine of not less than fifty

14 dollars ($5O) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500). Knowing

15 and intentional failure to comply with the provisions of this

16 section, or conspiracy or collusion not to comply with the

17 provisions of this section, or to hinder or impede any other

IK person in such compliance is an offense punishable by a fine of

19 not less than five thousand dollars ($5,000) nor more than fifty

20 thousand dollars ($50,000).

1 SECTION 12, Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby amended

2 by adding the following after section 5:

3 Section SE: Any officer or employee of any agency

4 executive office, department, board, commission, bureau, division

5 or authority of the Commonwealth, or of any political subdivision

6 thereof, or of any authority established by the general court to
serve a public purpose, shall report to the Board of Registration

X in Medicine any person who there is reasonable basis to believe

9 is in violation of Chapter 112, Section sof the General Laws, or
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10 any of the regulations of the Board of Registration in Medicine,

II except as otherwise prohibited by law.

I SECTION 13. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is amended by

inserting after section 5 the following:

Section SF: No person who communicates with a hospital or3

4 health institution peer review committee, administrative

5 subcommittee, ethics committee or other similar committee

6 regarding the professional competency of a physician shall be

liable in any cause of action arising out of the providing or

8 receiving of such communication.

1 SECTION 14. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby amended by

inserting after section 5 the following section SG:

Whenever it appears that any physician licensed in the3

4 Commonwealth may be incompetent or unable to practice medicine

5 with reasonable skill and safety because such physician's ability

6 to practice is impaired due to mental illness, or physical

7 illness affecting competency, the Board may order such physician

8 to be examined by one or more physicians and surgeons designated

9 by the Board. The report of the examiners shall be made

10 available to such physician and may be received as direct

I I evidence in proceedings conducted pursuant to Section sof this

12 chapter. Failure of such examination constitutes grounds for

13 disciplinary action under Section 5 of this chapter. The

14 physician's failure to comply with an order issued under this

15 section shall constitute grounds for the suspension or revocation

16 of the physician's certificate of registration.

1 SECTION 15. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is amended by

inserting after section 5 the following:

Section 5Hj The Board shall have authority to require3

4 hospitals, physicians, health maintenance organizations and other
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5 medical service providers to provide data to it as to the results
6 of specific surgical and other procedures performed by physicians

7 on a physician by physician basis.

1 SECTION 16. Chapter 112, section 5 is amended by inserting the
2 following sentence in the twelfth paragraph after "as the Board
3 shall determine by regulation."

4 This paragraph shall not apply to information reported to
5 the Board pursuant to G.L. c.lll, section 538 and pursuant to any
6 report of physician behavior required by G.L. c.112. The Board
7 shall by regulation specify what information received pursuant to
8 these reporting requirements are public records, consistent with
9 G.L. c.66 and G.L. c.4.

1 SECTION 17. Chapter 13, of the General Laws is amended by

2 inserting the following after section 10:

3 Section IOAi The Secretary of Consumer Affairs and Business

4 Regulation shall have authority to review and approve rules and
5 regulations proposed by the Board of Medicine. Such regulations

6 will be deemed approved unless disapproved within 15 days of

7 submission to the Secretary.

1 SECTION 18. Chapter 13, section.lo of the General Laws shall be
2 amended by inserting in paragraph four after "may appoint legal

3 counsel and such assistants as may be required," the following:

4 "subject to the approval of the Secretary of Consumer Affairs and

5 Business Regulation."

1 SECTION 19. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended by adding

2 section 60F as follows:

3 Section 60F (a). In every action for malpractice

4 negligence, error, omission, mistake or the unauthorized

5 rendering of professional services against a provider of health
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6 care which is tried to a jury, the court shall instruct the jury

7 that if the jury awards damages to the plaintiff or plaintiffs it

X shall specify the total amount of damages, as well as the

9 applicable elements of special and general damages upon which the

|() award of damages is based and the amount of the total damages

II assigned to each element, including, but not limited to:

12 (1) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for

13 reasonable expenses which have been incurred, or which will be

14 incurred, for necessary medical, surgical. X-ray, dental, or

15 rehabilitative services, including prosthetic devices: necessary

16 ambulance, hospital, and nursing services; drugs; and therapy;

(2) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for lost17

IX wages or loss of earning capacity and other economic losses which

14 have been incurred or will be incurred; and

(3) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for pain20

21 and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment, and other

22 items of general damages, which have been incurred or will be

2,1 incurred in the future.

Each element shall be further itemized into amounts intended24

25 to compensate for damages which have been incurred prior to the

26 verdict and amounts intended to compensate for damages to be

27 incurred in the future. In itemizing amounts intended to

2H compensate for future damages, the jury shall set forth the

29 period of weeks, months or years over which such amounts are

10 intended to provide compensation. The court shall apply to each

II element of past and future damages any rules of law applicable to

12 the review of jury verdicts, including without limitation the

11 sufficiency of the evidence to support the verdict, any set-offs

34 or credits, and appropriate additurs or remittiturs.

(b). In every action for malpractice, negligence, error35

36 omission, mistake or the unauthorized rendering of professional

37 services against a provider of health care which is tried without

38 a jurY» if the court awards damages to the plaintiff or
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39 plaintiffs, it shall find the total amount of damages, and

40 specify the applicable elements of special and general damages

41 upon which the award of damages is based and the amount of the

42 total damages assigned to each element, including, but not

43 limited to:

(1) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for44

45 reasonable expenses which have been incurred, or which will be

46 incurred, for necessary medical, surgical. X-ray, dental, or

47 rehabilitative services, including prosthetic devices; necessary

48 ambulance, hospital, and nursing services; drugs; and therapy;

(2) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for lost49

50 wages or loss of earning capacity and other economic losses which

51 have been incurred or will be incurred; and

(3) Amounts intended to compensate the plaintiff for pain52

53 and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment, and other

54 items of general damages, which have been incurred or will be

55 incurred in the future.

56 Each element shall be further itemized into amounts intended

57 to compensate for damages which have been incurred prior to the

58 verdict and amounts intended to compensate for damages to be

59 incurred in the future. In itemizing amounts intended to

60 compensate for future damages, the court shall set forth the

61 period of weeks, months or years over which such amounts are

62 intended to provide compensation.

1 SECTION 20. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended by adding

2 section 60G as follows:

Section 60G(a). In every action for malpractice3

4 negligence, error, omission, mistake, or the unauthorized

5 rendering of professional services against a provider of health

6 care in which the plaintiff seeks to recover for the cost of
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7 medical care, custodial care or rehabilitation services, loss of

X earnings or other economic loss, if the jury returns a verdict

9 specifying the type and amount of such damages under subsection

|() (a) of Section 60F of this chapter, or if the court finds the

11 type and amount of such damages as required under subsection (b)

12 of Section 60F of this chapter, on motion by a defendant or on

I its own motion, the court shall hear evidence of any amount of

14 such damages which the defendant or defendants claim was, or will

15 with reasonable certainty, be replaced, compensated or

16 indemnified pursuant to the United States Social Security Act,

17 any state or federal income disability or worker's compensation

18 act, any health, sickness or income-disability insurance, any

19 accident insurance that provides health benefits or income

20 disability coverage, any contract or agreement of any group,

21 organization, partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for or

22 reimburse the cost of medical, hospital, dental or other health

care services, any contract or agreement to continue or pay, in

24 whole or in part, the plaintiff's wages or income, or any other

collateral source of benefits whatsoever, except for gratuitous

26 payments or gifts from relatives of the plaintiff by blood or

marriage. If the defendant elects to introduce such evidence.

the plaintiff may introduce evidence of any amount the plaintiff

29 himself paid or contributed to secure his right to the benefits

introduced evidence.i() concerning which the defendant has

(b). If the court finds that any such cost or expense was

replaced or indemnifiedor will, with reasonable certainty

from any collateral sha reduce the amount of

al to the premiums or34 award by such f Ms ormi n' an

ather amounts paid by the plaintiff for such benefits for the

ane-year period immediately preceding the accrual of such action

and, with respect to future damages, minus an amount equal to the

Within ang such beneft i

•r more defendantsD( m rt
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40 may submit to the court a health insurance policy issued by an

41 insurer licensed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which

42 would, subject to the approval of the court, be purchased and

43 maintained by such defendant or defendants for the benefit of the

44 plaintiff. If the court finds, after all parties have had an

45 opportunity to be heard, that such health insurance policy is

46 sufficiently comprehensive to satisfy, in whole or in part, the

47 plaintiff's award for future costs of medical care, custodial

4S care or rehabilitation services, the court shall reduce the

49 amount of the award, for which such defendant or defendants are

50 responsible, by such finding and order such defendant or

51 defendants to purchase and keep in force such policy for such

52 period of time as shall be determined by the court.

(c). Notwithstanding the provisions of General Laws c.lll.53

54 Section 70a, no entity which is the source of the collateral

55 benefits by which the court has reduced the award to the

56 plaintiff hereunder shall recover any amount against the

57 plaintiff, nor shall it be subrogated to the rights of the

58 plaintiff against the defendant, nor shall it have a lien against

59 the plaintiff's judgment, on account of its payment of the

60 benefits by which the court has reduced the amount of the

61 plaintiff's judgment.

1 SECTION 21. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended to add

2 section 60H as follows:

(a) In any action for malpractice, negligence, error3

4 omission, mistake or the unauthorized rendering of professional

5 services against a provider of health care in which the jury has

6 returned a verdict, or the court has awarded amounts intended to

7 compensate for damages to be incurred in the future, if the total

8 amount of such future damages to all plaintiffs in the action.
9 after deduction of all collateral source benefits as provided in

10 Section 60G above exceeds $lOO,OOO, the court shall, at the
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11 request of either party, enter a judgment ordering the damages

12 for future losses to be paid by periodic payments as described

13 below:

14 1. In entering a judgment ordering the payment of future

15 damages by periodic payments, the court shall make a specific

16 finding as to the dollar amount of periodic payments which will

17 compensate the judgment creditor for such future damages. The

IK total of such periodic payments shall be equal to the amount of

19 all future damages before any reduction to present value. The

20 period of time over which such periodic payments shall be made

21 shall be the period of years determined by the trier of fact in

22 arriving at its itemized verdict. The court may order that the

2.1 amounts of the payments be equal or vary in amount, depending

24 upon the probable need of the plaintiff. The judgment shall

25 provide that all economic losses and expenses incurred during any

26 given period be paid by the defendant, even though they exceed

27 the specified payment. However, there shall be no requirement to

28 pay more than the original lump-sum judgment before any reduction

29 to present value, and, if any periodic payments exceed the amount

10 specified by the judgment, successive payments shall be reduced

11 accordingly, until the entire judgment is paid.

32 2. As a condition to authorizing periodic payments of

33 future damages, the court shall require the judgment debtor to

34 post security adequate to assure full payment of such damages

35 awarded by the judgment. If the judgment debtor is unable to

3(, post the required security, the court shall order that all

37 damages, both past and future, be paid in a lump sum, and

38 periodic payments shall not be authorized in such a case. Upon

39 termination of periodic payments of future damages, the court

40 shall order the return of such security, or so much as remains

41 to the judgment debtor.

42 3. In the event that the court finds that the judgment

43 debtor has exhibited a continuing pattern of failing to make the
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required periodic payments, the court shall find the judgment44

debtor in contempt and, in addition to the required periodic45

payments, shall order the judgment debtor to pay the plaintiff46

47 all damages caused by the failure to make such periodic payments.

including court costs and attorney's fees, trebled. If48

insolvency of the judgment debtor is proven to the court to be49

probable, the court may order that the balance of payments due be50

51 placed in trust for the benefit of the plaintiff.

52 4. The judgment ordering the payment of future damages by

53 periodic payments shall specify the recipient or recipients of

the payments, the dollar amounts of the payments, the interval54

55 between payments, and the number of payments or the period of

56 time over which payments shall be made. Such payments shall only

57 be subject to modification if and as provided in the judgment or

58 provided herein.

59 5. If the plaintiff has been awarded damages to be

60 discharged by periodic payments, and the plaintiff dies prior to
61 the termination of the period of years during which such payments

62 are to be made, the liability of the defendant for amounts to
63 compensate for any unpaid future damages, except for lost wages

64 or loss of earning capacity, shall cease, and the estate of the

65 plaintiff shall have no claim for such future amounts. In such

event, the remaining balance of all amounts to be paid for lost66

wages or loss of earning capacity shall be paid into the estate67

of the plaintiff in a lump sum. If the plaintiff has been68

69 awarded future damages for lost wages or loss of earning capacity

70 for a period of twenty years or longer, and the plaintiff lives

longer than the period of time in which payments for lost wages71

or loss of earning capacity are to be made, such payments shall72

73 continue for the remainder of the plaintiff's life at the same

74 rate as the payments being made at the time they would otherwise

75 have terminated, less any payments from collateral sources

76 commencing after the period of time in which payments for lost
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wages or loss of earning capacity were to be made in accordance

78 with the judgment.

'9 6. Plaintiff's attorney's fees, if payable from the

80 judgment, shall be based upon the final judgment, after excluding

81 all amounts paid or to be paid from collateral sources. The

82 attorney's fees shall be paid from past and future damages in the

83 same proportion as the judgment is allocated between past and

84 future damages, and any future periodic payments of damages to

85 the plaintiff shall be reduced by the amount of attorney's fees

86 to be paid from those future damages. The attorney's fees may be

87 paid in a lump sum upon entry of judgment or, at the attorney's

88 option, periodically in conjunction with the plaintiff's payment.

89 if paid periodically, the attorney's fees shall be paid as long

90 as payments are made to the plaintiff, with the remaining balance

91 due paid in a lump sum, if the plaintiff dies prior to all

92 payments having been made.

93 (b) Nothina in this(b) Nothing in this section shall preclude the parties from

94 agreeing to settle any liability or judgment on any terms

95 mutually agreed to.

1 SECTION 22. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended by

2 adding section 60l as follows;

In no action for malpractice, negligence, error, omission.3

4 mistake, or the unauthorized rendering of professional services,

5 including without limitation actions under chapter 229, section

6 2, against a provider of health care, shall the amount of damages

for pain and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment and

8 other items of general damages exceed five hundred thousand

9 dollars ($500,000). if two or more plaintiffs have received
10 verdicts or findings of such damages in a total amount, for all

II plaintiffs claiming damages from a single occurrence,

12 transaction, act of malpractice, injury, or death which exceeds

13 five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000), the amount of such
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14 damages recoverable by each plaintiff will be reduced to

15 percentage of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000)

16 proportionate to that plaintiff's share of the total amount of

17 such damages for all plaintiffs. Such limit shall apply

18 regardless of the number of persons liable jointly and/or
19 severally for the said damages.

I SECTION 23. Chapter 229 of the General Laws is amended by adding

2 section 2C as follows:

A defendant in an action under chapter 229, Section 2, for3

4 wrongful death resulting from an act or acts of malpractice

5 negligence, error, omission, mistake, or the unauthorized

6 rendering of professional services of a provider of health care

7 in the provision of or failure to provide health care, may plead

8 and prove as a bar or defense to said action any release,

9 judgment, agreement, contract or stipulation which would have

10 barred an action by the deceased person against the defendant

II based on the same act or acts of malpractice, negligence, error

12 or mistake and said release, judgment, agreement, contract or

13 stipulation shall bar or constitute a defense to the action for

14 wrongful death to the same extent that it would have barred or

15 constituted a defense to an action by the deceased person arising

16 from the same act or acts of malpractice, negligence, error,

17 omission, mistake, or the unauthorized rendering of professional

18 services against the defendant if the deceased person had brought

19 such an action immediately prior to his death.

I SECTION 24. Chapter 229, section 2, is amended by adding the

2 following paragraph at the end thereof:

No damages for loss of protection, care, assistance.3

4 society, companionship, comfort, guidance, counsel, advice or

5 consortium shall be recovered by any person other than a spouse

6 of the decedent, a minor child of the decedent, a parent of the
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decedent or a person who was economically dependent on the

8 decedent at the time of the decedent's death.

I SECTION 25. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended by adding

section 60J as follows

No contingent fee agreement, as defined in Supreme Judicial3

4 Court rule 3:05, shall be enforced, and no attorney shall recover

result of services rendered in an action5 a fee thereunder.

care for malpractice, negligence,6 against a provider of health

the unauthorized rendering oferror, omission, mistake, or

amount of the recovery paid or to be8 professional services if the

deduction of the attorney's9 paid to the plaintiff, after

10 reasonable expenses and disbursements for which the plaintiff is

II liable and the amount of the attorney's fee, is less than the

12 total amount of the plaintiff's unpaid past and future medical

13 expenses included in the recovery, unless the contingent

14 attorney's fees a) is 20 percent or less of the plaintiff's

15 recovery; b) is reduced to 20 percent or less of the plaintiff's

level which permits the16 recovery; or, c) is reduced to

17 plaintiff to be paid his unpaid past and future medical expenses

18 included in the recovery.

An attorney shall not contract for or collect a contingent19

20 fee for representing any person seeking damages in connection

21 with an action for malpractice, negligence, error, omission.

22 mistake, or the unauthorized rendering of professional services

23 against a provider of health care in excess of the following

24 limits:

(1) Forty percent (40%) of the first $150,000 recovered;25

(2) Thirty-three and one-third percent (33-1/3%) of the26

27 next $150,000 recovered;

28 (3) Thirty percent (30%) of the next $200,000 recovered

29 and
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30 (4) Twenty-five percent (25%) of any amount by which the

31 recovery exceeds 5500,000.

32 The limitations shall apply regardless of whether the

33 recovery is by settlement, arbitration or judgment. Nothing

34 herein shall preclude any attorney from contracting to represent

35 a client for less than the above limits, nor shall anything
36 herein preclude a court from assessing reasonable attorney's fees

37 at any amount below the above limits or from determining that

38 attorney's fees below such limits are unreasonably high in a

39 particular case.

1 SECTION 26. General Laws chapter 231, section 60d, is amended by

2 adding the following at the end thereof:

3 For purposes of this paragraph, a minor shall be deemed to

4 have learned that he or she has been harmed as a result of the
5 conduct of a health care provider at the time the child's parent,
6 guardian, administrator, executor or other representative with

7 authority to bring an action on behalf of the child has learned

8 or reasonably should have learned of the said harm or has

observed or reasonably should have observed abnormal behavioral,
10 psychological, mental, physical, medical or other symptoms of the
11 alleged harm. The period of limitations prescribed herein shall
12 not be tolled by reason of a child's minority or incapacity to
17 sue in his own behalf.

1 SECTION 27. Sections 19, 20 and 21 shall apply to all
2 actions commenced on or after the effective date of this
3 statute. Sections 22, 23, and 24 shall apply with respect to all
4 claims arising from acts of malpractice, negligence, error or

mistake of a provider of health care which acts occur on or after
6 the effective date of this statute. Sections 25 and 26 shall
7 take effect ninety days after the effective date of this statute.
8 Section 34 shall apply to all civil actions commenced during the
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9 period from July 1, 1985 through December 31, 1991, and to all

10 claims, actions and proceedings arising out of acts or

|| occurrences of malpractice, negligence, error, omission, mistake.

12 or the unauthorized rendering of professional services which acts

13 or occurrences take place during the period from July 1, 1986

14 through December 31, 1991.

I SECTION 28. Section 6of chapter 362 of the Acts of 1975 is

2 amended by striking out the following sentences:

3 "The association shall be governed by a board of

4 thirteen directors, eight of whom shall be elected by

cumulative voting by the members of the association, whose

6 votes in such election shall be weighted in accordance

with each member's net direct premiums written during the

8 preceding calendar year. Four directors shall be

9 appointed by the commissioner as representatives of the

W medical profession, and one director shall be appointed by

II the commissioner as a representative of insurance

producers."

and by substituting therefor the following

14 The association shall be governed by a board of fifteen

15 directors, eight of whom shall be appointed by the commissioner

as representatives of the members of the association, four of

whom shall be appointed by the commissioner as representatives of

the medical profession, one of whom shall be appointed by the

l y commissioner as a representative of insurance producers and two

of whom shall be appointed by the commissioner as representatives

21 of the public.

I SECTION 29. Section 6of chapter 362 of the Acts of 1975, as

amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof:

Effective July 1, 1986, the Commissioner of Insurance shall

4 establish a system of surcharges on all physicians insured by the
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association who have had two or more claims exceeding $5,000 each5

which were paid by the association or any other insurer under a6

medical malpractice or professional liability policy in7

Massachusetts or any other state within the five years prior to8

9 the renewal of the physician's insurance policy. Such surcharges

will be calculated on an actuarially sound basis to reflect any10

increased likelihood of additional liabilities being incurred byII

the association for such physicians, based on the experience in12
13 their specialty. Effective July 1, 1986, the Commissioner of

14 Insurance shall also establish a system of defense cost

surcharges on all physicians insured by the association who have15

had three or more claims asserted against them in the previous16

17 five years under policies issued by the association and whose

18 claims in the previous five years exceed in number the average

number of claims asserted against physicians in their specialty.19

but excluding paid claims in which total indemnity payments were20

21 less than $5,000. Such defense cost surcharges each year for a

22 physician shall be calculated on an actuarially sound basis to

reflect the increased cost of defending physicians with more23

claims asserted against them than the average in their specialty.24

A physician who does not renew his policy with the association25

for any year will not be liable for any surcharge for the year of26

nonrenewal, except that a physician who would otherwise be liablen

for a surcharge and purchases from the association coverage for28

29 occurrences which took place during a period in which he was

covered under a claims-made policy may be charged in the premium30

for such additional coverage a surcharge and a defense cost31

surcharge calculated on an actuarially sound basis.32

33 Effective July 1, 1986, the association shall grant a credit

34 or credits to all physicians insured by it who have practiced in

Massachusetts for ten years or longer and who have never had a35

civil action commenced against them for malpractice, error or36

37 mistake in the provision or failure to provide medical or
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38 surgical services. The credit or credits will be calculated by

39 specialty on an actuarially sound basis to reflect any decreased

40 likelihood of such physicians incurring liability for claims for

41 which the association will be liable.

I SECTION 30. Section 6of chapter 362 of the Acts of 1975 is

2 amended by inserting after the second sentence of the thirteenth

3 paragraph thereof the followings

In determining whether any rate increase recommended by the4

5 association shall be established, the commissioner shall make

6 finding on the basis of information submitted by the association,
7 as to whether such association employs risk management, claims

8 handling and other techniques acceptable to him which have had or

are expected to have a demonstrated impact on the reduction or

111 stabilization of the frequency, amount and costs of claims

11 against the association, and he may issue such orders as he finds

12 proper, expedient or necessary to compel the association to
12 employ or modify specific risk management, claims handling or

14 other techniques which are expected to have a demonstrated impact

15 on the reduction or stabilization of the frequency, amount or

Ifi costs of claims against the association. The association may,

17 subject to the commissioner's approval, or shall, it the

18 commissioner so orders, impose a system of discounts for

19 physicians or other insureds who participate in risk management

20 activities and may require physician participation in risk

21 management activities as a condition of receiving insurance

22 coverage from the association.

I SECTION 31. Section 6of chapter 362 of the Acts of 1975, as

amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof

Effective July 1, 1986, the commissioner shall consider3

4 whether it is advisable to create territorial classifications of
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5 risks in order to fix and establish premium charges that are

6 adequate, just, reasonable, nondiscriminatory and actuarially

sound.

I SECTION 32. Section 32(a) Section sixty Bof chapter two

2 hundred thirty-one of the General Laws is hereby amended by

3 striking out the phrase "two thousand dollars" in the first

4 sentence of the sixth paragraph and inserting in its place the

5 following new phrase:

eight thousand dollars6

(b) The provisions hereof shall apply to all actions

8 commenced on or after the effective date of this act.

I SECTION 33. General Laws, chapter 231, section 6F is amended by

2 adding at the end thereof the following:

In proceedings under this section in any action which has3

4 been heard by the medical malpractice tribunal established

5 pursuant to General Laws, chapter 231, Section 608, the court

6 shall consider the decision of the tribunal as evidence relevant

7 to whether a claim was wholly insubstantial, frivolous and not

8 advanced in good faith.

I SECTION 34. Chapter 231 of the General Laws is amended to add

2 section 60K, as follows:

A. Early Tender of Compensation Benefits. In the case3

4 of a health care provider (as defined in paragraph F(4)), who or

5 which is potentially liable for a personal injury (as defined in

6 paragraph F(l)) to an injured individual, if the provider

provides the individual not later than the date specified in

N paragraph B with a written tender to pay compensation benefits

9 with respect to such injury in accordance with this section, the

10 individual and any other entity shall (except as provided in

II paragraph E(l) or E(2)) be foreclosed from bringing any civil
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12 action described in paragraph D against such provider or other

13 entity joined under subsection G based on such personal injury.

J 4 Such a tender may be limited to cover compensation benefits up to

15 a present value equivalent to the total amount of liability

16 insurance available to satisfy the asserted claim.

B. Date of Tender. The date referred to in paragraph A

IX is

19 (1) in the case of a personal injury resulting from a stay

20 as an inpatient in an institution, 180 days after the date of the

21 patient's discharge from the institution.

22 (2) in the case of failure to provide informed consent,

23 erroneous diagnosis, or injury to a new born caused by action or

24 inaction before or at the time of birth, 180 days after the date

25 of the filing of a claim against the provider, or

26 (3) in the case of any other personal injury(3) in the case of any other personal injury, 180 days after

27 the date of the action or inaction giving rise to the personal

28 injury,

29 except that such date may be extended for up to an additional 60

30 days for purposes of paragraph A if the provider and the patient

31 agree in writing to such extension.

32 C. Statute of Limitations. NC. Statute of Limitations. Nothing in this section shall

33 be construed as changing any applicable statute of limitations.

D. (1) Civil Actions Covered. Except as provided in34

35 subparagraph d(2) hereof, civil actions referred to in paragraph

36 a include any civil action (whether brought in a federal or state

court) which could have been brought against a compensation

38 obligor (as defined in paragraph F{S)> for recovery of damages

39 relating to personal injury, whether based on (a) negligence or

40 gross negligence, (b) strict or absolute liability in tort, (o)

41 breach of express or implied warranty or contract, (d) failure to

42 discharge a duty to warn or instruct or to obtain consent, or

43 (e) any other theory that is (or may be) a basis for an award of

44 damages for personal injury.
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(2) Civil actions referred to in paragraph A do not
include—

45

46

(a) any action to recover for compensation benefits tendered47

48 under this subpart, or

(b) any action in the nature of a wrongful death action, but

only in the case of such an action for losses accruing to
survivors after the death of an injured individual and resulting
from the death of the individual.

49

50

51

52

E.(l) Rejection of Tender. In no event shall a civil53

action be foreclosed under paragraph A against any entity which

intentionally caused or intended to cause injury, except that

this paragraph shall not apply with respect to a personal injury,
unless the injured individual provides the provider making a

tender with a notice of election not later than 90 days after the

date the tender of compensation benefits was made.

54

55

56

57

58

59

60 (2) If a tender is limited to cover compensation benefits

61 up to a present value equivalent to the total amount of liability

62 insurance available to satisfy the asserted claim, the injured
individual will not be foreclosed under paragraph A from bringing

or maintaining an action against any party for compensation

benefits in excess of the tender, if the injured individual gives
the provider making the tender notice of election not later than

63

64

65

66

67 90 days after the date the tender of compensation benefits was
68 made. If the injured individual does not prevail in an action

69 after making such an election, or if the total compensation

70 benefits awarded in such action do not exceed the limits of the

71 tendering defendant's or defendants' liability insurance

72 coverage, the plaintiff will be liable to the tendering defendant
73 or defendants for attorney's fees, expenses and all costs of

74 defense in the said civil action incurred after the date the

75 tender was made. Said fees, expenses and costs of defense may be

deducted from the judgment, from future compensation benefits to'6
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be paid to the plaintiff or may be collected by any other lawful

78 means.

F. Definitions. As used in this section:79

80 (1) The terms "injury" and "personal injury" mean sickness

81 or disease or bodily harm arising in the course of the provision

82 of health care services.

XI (2) The term "injured individual" means an individual

84 suffering injury in the course of health care provided by an

85 individual or entity.

86 (3) An entity intentionally causes or attempts to cause a

87 personal injury when the entity acts or fails to act for the

88 purpose of causing injury or with knowledge that injury is

89 substantially certain to follow; but an entity does not

90 intentionally cause or attempt to cause injury merely because the

91 individual's act or failure to act is intentional or is done with

92 the individual's realization only that it creates a grave risk of

9.1 causing injury without the purpose of causing injury or if the

94 act or omission is for the purpose of averting bodily harm to the

95 individual or another entity.

(4) The term "health care provider" means a physician96

97 licensed in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who practices

98 obstetrics or performs obstetric services either full or part

99 time and any person or entity which ay be jointly liable for any

|()() action of said physician. The term "health care provider" does

101 not include the manufacturer of a product which may have caused

102 or contributed to the injured individual's injury

(5) The term "compensation obligor"-101

(a) means, with respect to a personal injury, the health104

105 care provider that has obligated itself to pay compensation

106 benefits under paragraph A with respect to that injury, and

(b) includes-10

(i) any entity that has been joined under paragraph G with108

109 respect to that injury, and
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110 (ii) an y other entity (including an insurance company) which
111 is contractually responsible for payment of the obligations of a
112 compensation obligor under this subpart.

112 (6) The terra "initiating compensation obligor" means, with
114 respect to a personal injury, the compensation obligor which (a)
115 first tenders compensation benefits to the injured individual, or
116 (b) agrees to serve as an initiating compensation obligor and has
117 been designated as such by a majority of the compensation

NX obligors for that injury for purposes of this subpart.
119 G ' (1) Joinder of other Defendants. A health care provider
120 which has tendered (or deemed to have tendered) compensation

121 benefits under paragraph A may, by written notice to the entity,
122 join in the foreclosure provided under paragraph A any entity

122 which is potentially liable, in whole or in part, for the
124 personal Injury and who may benefit from foreclosure of action
125 against the entity under paragraph A. Joinder under this
16 paragraph may only be by written notice to the entity to be
127 joined, and such notice shall not be effective if provided later
I2X than the date the provider makes the tender under paragraph A.

The manufacturer of a product which may have caused or
Nd contributed to the injured individual's injury may not be joined
131 hereunder.
112 <2) y entity which would benefit from foreclosure of
IN action against the entity under paragraph A with respect to a
l’4 personal injury shall be joined in any tender made (or deemed to
IN have been made) under paragraph A with respect to that injury, if
126 the entity requests such joinder by written notice to the
I' provider making the tender under paragraph A not later than the
I2X date the tender under paragraph A is made. The manufacturer of a
12) product which may have caused or contributed to the injured
140 individual's injury may not be joined hereunder.
141 joinder under this subsection, an entity is deemed
142 to have agreed to pay a share of (a) such compensation benefits
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143 and (b) the reasonable costs incurred by the provider in

144 preparing and making such tender and paying compensation

145 benefits. Any disagreement between such entities involved as to

146 any entity's share of the benefits and costs or the amount of

147 such costs shall be submitted to binding arbitration for

148 determination and each entity's share shall be based on the

49 comparative fault of the entities (other than the injured

150 individual) involved.

H.(1) Subrogation. Any entity which has tendered (or

deemed to have tendered) compensation benefits with respect to an

153 individual under paragraph Aor been joined in the tender under

154 paragraph G shall be subrogated to any rights of the individual

155 against another entity (other than against another entity joined

156 under paragraph G arising from or contributing to the personal

157 injury and shall have a cause of action separate from that of the

158 individual to the extent that (a) elements of damage compensated

159 for by compensation benefits are recoverable, and (b) the entity

160 has paid or becomes obligated to pay accrued or future

161 compensation benefits.

162 (2) In the case that a foreclosure from liability is

163 effected under paragraph A, no right of subrogation.

164 contribution, or indemnity shall exist against a compensation

165 obligor other than the right of contribution among compensation

166 obligors under paragraph G, nor shall any provision of any

167 contract be enforced that has the effect of limiting or excluding

168 payment under that contract because of the existence or payment

169 of compensation benefits under this section.

I. Compensation Benefits. The amount of compensation

171 benefits payable with respect to a personal injury is equal to
172 the net economic loss (as defined in subparagraph (1) hereof)

173 resulting from such injury, plus attorney's fees (as provided

174 under subparagraph 5 hereof).
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(1) For purposes of this section:175

(a) The term "net economic loss" means—176

177 (i) economic detriment, consisting only of—

(aa) allowable expense (as defined in subparagraph (2)(a)),I7X

179 (bb) work loss (as defined in subparagraph (2) (b)), and

IXO (cc) replacement services loss (as defined in subparagraph

IXI (2) (C)), whether caused by pain and suffering or physical

impairment, but not including noneconomic loss (as defined inIX2

subparagraph (3)), less collateral benefits (as defined inIXS

subparagraph (4)).IX4

(2) (a) The term "allowable expense" means reasonableIXS

expenses incurred for products, services, and accommodationsIX6

reasonably needed for medical care, training, and other remedialIX7

treatment and care of an injured individual, but includesIXX

IX9 expenses for rehabilitation treatment and occupational training

only in accordance with subparagraph (6)(a).190

(b) The term "work loss" means 100 percent of the loss of191

income from work the injured individual would have performed if192

195 the individual had not been injured, reduced by any income from

substitute work actually performed by the individual or by income194

the individual would have earned in available appropriate195

substitute work the individual was capable of performing but196

unreasonably failed to undertake. An injured individual over197

age 18 and under age 65 shall be presumed, in the absence ofI9X

evidence to the contrary, to have been able to earn income from199

200 work which he would have performed if he had not been injured in

201 the amount of two-thirds of the average weekly wage in the

202 Commonwealth.

(c) The term "replacement services loss" means reasonable203

!04 expenses incurred in obtaining ordinary and necessary services in

lieu of those the injured individual would have performed, not

for income, but for the benefit of the individual or the

individual's family, if the individual had not been injured.
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(3) The term "noneconomic detriment" means pain, suffering208

209 inconvenience, physical impairment, mental anguish, emotional

210 pain and suffering, punitive or exemplary damages, and all other

211 general (as opposed to special) damages, including loss of

212 earning capacity and loss of any of the following which would

213 have been provided by an injured individual to another:

214 consortium, society, companionship, comfort, protection, marital

215 care, attention, advice, counsel, training, guidance, and

216 education. Such term does not include pecuniary loss caused by

217 pain and suffering or by physical impairment.

218 (4) The term "collateral benefits" means all benefits and

219 advantages received or entitled to be received (regardless of any

220 right any other entity has or is entitled to assert for

221 recoupment through subrogation, trust agreement, lien, or

222 otherwise) by an injured individual or other entity

223 reimbursement of loss because of personal injury, payable or

224 required to be paid, under—

(a) the laws of any state or the federal government (other225

226 than through a claim for breach of an obligation or duty), or

(b) any health or accident insurance, wage or salarym

228 continuation plan, or disability income insurance.

(5)(a) Compensation benefits shall include reasonable229

230 expenses incurred by the injured individual in collecting such

231 benefits, including his attorney's fee, which shall be based on

232 reasonable hourly rate of compensation. Such expenses may be

233 offset from the amount of compensation benefits otherwise

234 provided, if any significant part of a claim for compensation

235 benefits is fraudulent or so excessive as to have no reasonable

236 foundation.

237 (b) A compensation obligor defending a claim for

238 compensation benefits shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's

239 fee, in addition to other reasonable expenses incurred, in

240 defending such a claim or part thereof that is fraudulent or so
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excessive as to have no reasonable foundation. The fee or241

expenses may be treated as an offset to any compensation benefits242

due. The compensation obligor may recover from the claimant any243

part of the fee or expenses not so offset or otherwise paid.244

(6)(a) Allowable expenses under subparagraph (2) (a)245

include expenses for a procedure or treatment for rehabilitation246

and rehabilitative occupational training if the procedure.247

treatment, or training is reasonable and appropriate for the248

particular case, the expenses are reasonable in relation to the249

probable rehabilitative effects and the compensation benefits250

otherwise payable, and it is likely to contribute substantially251

to rehabilitation, even though it will not enhance the injured252

individual's earning capacity.253

{t>) Allowable expenses shall not include expenses described254

in paragraph (a) with respect to a procedure or treatment for255

rehabilitation or a course of rehabilitative occupational256

training which exceed $2,000 in any 30-day period, unless the257

injured individual has provided the initiating compensation258

obligor with notice of such procedure, treatment, or course of259

training before expenses totaling $2,000 with respect to such260

procedure, treatment, or course of training during such period261

have been incurred.262

J.(l)(a) Payment of Compensation Benefits. Compensation263

benefits shall be paid not later than 30 days after the date264

there is submitted to the initiating compensation obligor265

266 reasonable proof of the fact and amount of net economic loss

may be made, for expenses incurredincurred, except that payment267

days, within 15 days after the endover periods not exceeding 31268

proof is supplied as to only aof the period. If reasonable269

and the portion totals $lOO or270 portion of net economic loss.

271 more, the compensation benefits with respect to that portion

070 shall be paid without regard to the remainder of the net economic

loss. An injured individual to whom a tender of compensation273
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274 benefits has been made under paragraph A shall be entitled to

275 interest, at the annual rate of interest applied to judgments on

such benefits not paid on a timely basis.

(b) If there elapses a period of five years after a claim

278 for payment of net economic loss incurred is last made with

79 respect to a personal injury, the injured individual is no longer

;X0 entitled to receive compensation benefits with respect to that

181 injury.

*2 (2) A compensation obligor who rejects in whole or in part

N 3 a claim for compensation benefits shall give to the claimant

284 prompt written notice of the rejection and the reasons therefor.

(3) Compensation benefits with respect to allowable285

286 expenses may be paid either to the injured individual or to the

287 entity supplying the products, services, or accommodations to the

288 individual.

289 (4) In lieu of payment therefor as a part of allowable

expenses and with the consent of the injured individual, a health

291 care provider may provide medical or rehabilitative services

292 needed by the injured individual.
293 (5)(a) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph.

294 paragraph E or paragraph I, compensation benefits shall be paid
295 without deduction or setoff.

296 (b) An assignment or an agreement to assign any right to

297 compensation benefits under this subpart for net economic loss

298 accruing in the future is unenforceable except as to benefits

299 for—

300 (i) work loss to secure payment of alimony, maintenance, or

301 child support; or

302 (ii) allowable expenses to the extent the benefits are for

303 the cost of products, services. Dr accommodations orovided or to

304 be provided by the assignee.

305 fC) ( i } PnninpncA f- inn( c ) (i) Compensation benefits for allowable expense are

306 exempt from garnishment, attachment, execution, and any other
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process or claim, except upon a claim of a creditor who has307

provided products, services, or accommodations to the extent308

309 benefits are for allowable expense for those products, services

310 or accommodation.

(ii) Compensation benefits other than those for allowable311

expense are exempt from garnishment, attachment, execution and312

_ 313

314

any other process or claim to the extent that wages or earnings

are exempt under any applicable law exempting wages or earnings

315 from process or claims.

(d)(i) Except as provided in clause (iii), a claim for316

317 compensation benefits shall be paid without deduction or offset

318 for collateral benefits, if the collateral benefits have not been

319 paid to the injured individual before the incurring of expenses

320 included in net economic loss.

321 (ii) The compensation obligor is entitled to reimbursement

322 from the entity obligated to make the payments or from the entity

323 which actually receives the payments.

(iii) A compensation obligor may offset amounts it is324

325 entitled to recover under clause (ii) against any compensation

326 benefits otherwise due.

327 (e)(i) An entity making payment of compensation benefits

328 under this paragraph may bring an action against an entity to

329 recover compensation benefits paid because of an intentional

330 misrepresentation of a material fact by the payee upon which the

331 payor relied, except that such an action may not be brought

332 against the injured individual unless the injured individual made

333
®334

or had knowledge of the making of the misrepresentation.

(ii) If such payor entity secures judgment in an action

under clause (i), that entity may offset amounts it is entitled335

to recover under such judgment against any compensation benefits336

337 otherwise due.

338 K. (1) (a ) Disclosures■ Upon request of an injured

339 individual or compensation obligor, information relevant to
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340 payment of compensation benefits shall be disclosed as follows:

341 (i) The injured individual shall furnish evidence of the

342 individual's earnings, if self-employed.

(ii) An employer of the individual shall furnish

344 statement of the work record and earnings of an injured

345 individual who is or was an employee of the employer, for the

346 period specified by the injured individual or obligor making the

347 request, which may include a reasonable period before, and the

348 entire period after, the injury.

349 (iii) The injured individual shall deliver to the

350 compensation obligor upon request a copy of every written report

351 not otherwise available to the compensation obligor, previously

352 or thereafter made, available to the individual, concerning any

353 medical treatment or examination of the injured individual and

354 the names and addresses of hospitals, physicians and other

355 entities, examining, diagnosing, treating or providing

356 accommodations to the individual in regard to the injury or to a
357 relevant past injury, and the injured individual shall authorize

35S the compensation obligor to inspect and copy all relevant records

359 made by such entities.

360 (iv) A hospital, physician or other entity examining.

361 diagnosing, testing or providing accommodations to an injured
362 individual in connection with a condition alleged to be connected

363 with an injury upon which a claim for compensation benefits is

364 based, upon authorization of the injured individual, shall

365 furnish a written report of the history, condition, diagnosis,
366 medical tests, treatment and dates and cost of treatment of the

367 injured individual in connection with that condition or any

368 previous or other condition which may be relevant to assessing

369 such condition and permit inspection and copying of all records

370 end reports as to the history, condition, treatment and dates and

371 cost of treatment.

Any entity (other than the injured individual or a372
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compensation obligor) providing information under this paragraph373

may charge the entity requesting the information for the374

reasonable cost of providing it.375

(b) In case of dispute as to the right of an injured376

individual or compensation obligor to discover information377

required to be disclosed under this paragraph, the individual or378

obligor may file a complaint in the superior court having.179
380 jurisdiction over the injured individual for an order for

381 discovery, including the right to take written or oral

382 depositions. Upon notice to all entities having an interest, the

383 order may be made for good cause shown. It shall specify the

384 time, place, manner, conditions and scope of the discovery. To

385 protect against oppression, the court may enter an order refusing

386 discovery or specifying conditions of discovery and directing

387 payment of costs and expenses of the proceeding, including

388 reasonable attorney's fees

389 (2)(a) If the mental or physical condition of an injured

390 individual is material and relevant to compensation benefits, a

391 compensation obligor may file a complaint in the superior court

392 having jurisdiction over the injured individual for an order

393 directing the individual to submit to a mental or physical

examination by a physician. Upon notice to the individual to be394

examined and all entities having an interest, the court may make395

396 the order for good cause shown. The order shall specify the

397 time, place, manner, conditions, scope of the examination and the

physician by whom it is to be made.398

(b) If requested by the individual examined, a compensation399

400 obligor causing a mental or physical examination to be made shall

deliver to the individual examined a copy of the written report401

of the examining physician and reports of earlier examinations of402

the same condition. By requesting and obtaining a report of the403

examination ordered or by taking the deposition of the physician,404

the individual examined waives any privilege the individual may405
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406 have, in relation to the claim for compensation benefits.
407 regarding the testimony of every other person who has examined or

408 may thereafter examine the individual respecting the

409 condition. This paragraph does not preclude discovery of a

410 report of an examining physician, taking a deposition of the

411 physician or other discovery procedures in accordance with any

412 rule of court or other provision of law. This paragraph applies

413 to examinations made by agreement of the individual examined and

414 a compensation obligor unless the agreement provides otherwise.

(c) If any individual refuses to comply with an order415

416 entered under this subparagraph, the court may make any just

417 order as to the refusal, but may not find an individual in

418 contempt for failure to submit to a mental or physical

419 examination.

(3) If a health care provider tenders compensation benefits420

421 with respect to an injured individual under this section, and

422 there is a dispute between the initiating compensation obligor

423 and the injured individual respecting the determination of the

424 amount of the compensation benefits owing, except as otherwise

425 provided under this section, the initiating compensation obligor

426 or the individual may file a complaint in the superior court

427 having jurisdiction for a declaration as to the amount of the

428 compensation benefits owed.

429 L.(1) Actions for Compensation Benefits. An obligation to

430 pay compensation benefits may be discharged initially or at any

431 time thereafter by a settlement or lump sum payment by mutual

432 agreement of the parties. A settlement agreement may also

433 provide that the compensation obligor shall pay the reasonable

434 cost of appropriate medical treatment or procedures, with

435 reference to a specified condition, to be performed in the

436 future.

437 (2)(a) In an action for payment of unpaid compensation

438 benefits, a judgment may be entered for compensation benefits,
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439 other than allowable expense, that would accrue after the date of

the award. The court may enter a judgment declaring that the440

compensation obligor is liable for the reasonable cost of441

appropriate medical treatment or procedures, with reference to a442

specified condition, to be performed in the future if it is443

ascertainable or foreseeable that treatment will be required as a444

445 result of the injury for which the claim is made.

(b) A judgment for compensation benefits, other than with446

respect to allowable expenses, that will accrue thereafter may be447

448 entered only for a period as to which the court can reasonably

determine future net economic loss.449

(c) If the injured individual notifies the initiating450

451 compensation obligor of a proposed specified procedure or

452 treatment for rehabilitation or specified course of

rehabilitation occupational training the expenses of which are an453

allowable expense and the compensation obligor does not promptly454

455 agree to such characterization, the injured individual may move

456 the court in an action to adjudicate the individual's claim, or.

if no action is pending, bring an action in the superior court457

having jurisdiction over the matter for a determination458

459 respecting whether or not such expenses are allowable expenses

for which compensation benefits are payable. The initiating460

compensation obligor may move the court in an action to461

adjudicate the injured individual's claim, or, if no action is462

pending, bring an action in a court having jurisdiction over the463

matter for such a determination as to whether or not expenses for464

such a procedure, treatment or course of training which an465

injured individual has undertaken or proposes to undertake are466

allowable expenses for which compensation benefits are payable.467

This subsection does not preclude an action by the initiating468

compensation obligor or the injured individual for declaratory469

relief under any other applicable law, nor an action by the470

injured individual to recover compensation benefits.471
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(d) If an injured individual unreasonably fails, either47,

473 directly or through one legally empowered to act on the

individual's behalf, to obtain medical care, rehabilitation.474

475 rehabilitative occupational training, or other medical treatment

which is reasonable and appropriate, the initiating compensation476

obligor may move the court in an action to adjudicate the injured477

individual's claim, or, if no action is pending, may bring an478

479 action in a court having jurisdiction over the matter for

480 determination that future benefits will be reduced or terminated

so that they equal the benefits that in reasonable probability481

would have been due if the injured individual had submitted to482

483 the procedure, treatment or training, and for other reasonable

484 orders. In determining whether an injured individual has

485 reasonable ground for refusal to undertake the procedure.

treatment or training, the court shall consider all relevant486

487 factors, including the risks to the injured individual, the

488 extent of the probable benefit, the place where the procedure,

489 treatment or training is offered, the extent to which the

490 procedure, treatment or training is recognized as standard and

491 customary and whether the restriction of this paragraph because

492 of the individual's refusal would abridge the individual's right

493 to the free exercise of religion.

(3)(a) A judgment under this paragraph may be modified as494

495 to amounts to be paid in the future upon a finding that a

496 material and substantial change of circumstances has occurred

after the date the judgment was made, or that there is newly-497

discovered evidence concerning the injured individual's physical

condition, loss or rehabilitation, which would not have been

498

499

500 known previously or discovered in the exercise of reasonable

501 Siligence prior to such judgment.

502 (b) The court may make appropriate orders concerning the

safeguarding and disposing of the proceeds of or funds collected503

504 under judgments under this paragraph.
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M. Required Insurance. A health care provider described in505

506 paragraph A may not participate in the Early Compensation System

507 under this section unless the provider has insurance against

professional malpractice (or has a suitable bond or other508

indemnity against liability for professional malpractice) at509

least in the amount of $1,000,000.510

511 N. Insurance Costs. In fixing and establishing the premium

512 charges as provided in section 5a of chapter 175 a of the General

Laws for medical malpractice insurance to be effective during the513

period from July 1, 1986 through December 31, 1991, and written514

515 by the association established pursuant to chapter 362 of the

Acts of 1975 or by any other person authorized to write such516

517 insurance, the commissioner of insurance shall determine the

rates for medical malpractice insurance policies issued for the518

519 risk classification of obstetricians based on evidence of the

520 actual and projected loss experience realized under the early

521 compensation system; provided that, in no event, shall medical

522 malpractice insurance rates charged to the risk classification of

523 obstetricians during the aforesaid period exceed an amount equal

to .866 times the rates then fixed and established for the524

highest classification of risk; and provided, further, if the525

premium charges for the risk classification of obstetricians as526

so determined would not be self-supporting, then the commissioner527

shall further determine the amount of the additional premium528

charges needed to make up the deficit and provide self-supporting529

530 rates for such risk classification of obstetricians. The full

531 amount of such deficit shall be assessed against and paid by all

insurers authorized to write and engaged in writing accident and

health insurance within the Commonwealth, pursuant to chapters533

534 175, 176A, 176b, 176 C or 176 G of the General Laws, said

assessment to be apportioned to the accident and health insurers

536 in the proportion that the net direct premiums of each such

insurer bears to the aggregate net direct premiums written in the
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538 Commonwealth by all such insurers, said amounts to be paid in the

539 manner and in accordance with a plan to be established by the

540 commissioner. The payment of such assessments when due shall be

541 a condition of the authority of accident and health insurers to

142 continue to transact such kind of insurance in the Commonwealth,

543 but the commissioner shall allow such insurers a premium increase

144 on accident and health policies effective subsequent to the date

545 of such payment, which premium increase shall be sufficient to

546 permit the insurers to recover the full amount of such assessment

547 over a period of not more than twelve months from the effective

548 date of such premium increase. The commissioner shall file

549 report of his finding and actions under this paragraph within

550 15 days after he renders his decision.
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